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What is self-directed learning? 

“In its broadest meaning, ‘self-directed learning’ 
describes a process by which individuals take 
the initiative, with or without the assistance of 
others, in diagnosing their learning needs, 
formulating learning goals, identifying human 
and material resources for learning, choosing 
and implementing appropriate learning 
strategies, and evaluating learning outcomes.” 

Knowles, M.S. (1975) 
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2015-16 self-directed learning: 

Vocabulary expansion (P2 & 4)  



 Starting point (15-16):  
Vocabulary (P2 &4) 

‘Words are necessary in the process of communication. 

Learners need to acquire good vocabulary so that they can 

understand messages from others and combine words to 

form phrases, combine phrases to form sentences and 

combine sentences to form continuous texts. When learners 

do not have adequate or appropriate words to understand 

others or to express themselves, communication will be 

hindered.’  
 

English Language Curriculum Guide (P1-6) 



Level: P2 

 

Unit 3:  Our school 

 

SDL task:  Learn more words about  

school facilities 

 

Application: Writing  

 



Level: P2                   Topic: Our school 

 
 1.Diagnosing learning needs and setting learning goals 

   Students need to expand their vocabulary on school facilities for 

accomplishing a writing task 

2. Selecting learning resources and strategies 

    Apply the use of e-resources to facilitate vocabulary learning 

3. Monitoring learning progress 

   Encourage students to keep a record of the new words learned  

and share in class 

4. Evaluating learning outcomes 

• Assess students’ reporting on the new words learned  

• Assess students’ vocabulary learning record  

• Assess students’ writing to see if they can apply the words 

learned 





SELF-DIRECTED LEARNING  

(P3 & 5) 



1. Diagnosing learning needs & setting learning goals 

2015-16 (P2, 4) 2016-17 (P3, 5) 

Expand students’ vocabulary 

 

Continue to expand students’ vocabulary  

 

Incorporate the use of e-learning 

resources in self-directed learning 

tasks 

 

Incorporate the use of e-learning resources 

in self-directed learning tasks 

Do preparation for the unit reading 

texts 

Do preparation for the unit reading texts 

 

Engage students to read more text-types 

related to the theme 

Engage students to conduct speaking and 

writing activities using the target 

structures learned 

Promote assessment as learning 



2. Selecting learning resources and strategies (P3) 

Unit planning SDL booklet 



Setting learning goals 

P3 Students’ SDL work:  
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2. Selecting learning resources and strategies (P5) 

Unit planning SDL booklet 



Setting learning goals 

P5 Students’ SDL work:  





3. Monitoring learning progress 

(i) Check students’ self- 
directed learning booklets 

(ii) Students answering 
reading comprehension 
questions set by teachers 
using iPads to check their 
own learning progress 

(iii) Students’ oral 
reporting in class to 
share what they have 
learned using the 
suggested resources 



4. Evaluating learning outcomes 

Encourage students to 
conceptualise their 
learning using graphic 
organisers 

Setting objective-relevant 
self-assessment criteria to 
help Ss evaluate their own 
performance 

Ask Ss: 
(i) if they could make use of the learning 

resources provided 
(ii) if they conceptualise their learning 
(iii)if they could handle all the SDL tasks 



School development 



Facilitating factors 
- Spelling out expected learning outcomes 

clearly to Ss (e.g. learning 8 more vocab items) 

- Providing tools to help Ss manage their 
learning (e.g. e-tools, mind map, etc) 

- Engaging Ss in using interesting web-based 
resources 

- Setting objective-relevant self-assessment 
criteria to help Ss evaluate their own 
performance 

- Collating SDL learning materials in a systematic 
way 


